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Commentary
The rehabilitation treatment planning for most of the aesthetic 
cases is following very similar diagnosis and analysis phases to 
achieve good and satisfactory final result [1]. The major aim of 
these protocols is to clarify any aesthetic discrepancy as well as 
to guide following decisions. The conventional prosthodontics 
workflows for these restorations using diagnostic waxing, Mock-
up, clinical trial restorations, and provisional restorations, in 
addition to the smile analysis may help in providing adequate 
communication with both the patient and the dental laboratory 
technician. However, human errors and faults might occur during 
such manual procedures, leading to discrepancies in the planned 
restorations, what might also increase the time needed and costs.  
Now-a-days, the prosthodontics workflow is getting more and 
more digitalized, especially in the current digital dentistry era. 
The digital dentistry is improving and enhancing the aesthetic 
results with minimizing both the errors and the needed time [2,3].

The digital smile designing concept is a practical diagnosis method 
that enable the clinician to visualize and evaluate orofacial 
discrepancies. Hence, the digital smile analysis is a crucial step 
in the diagnosis and treatment planning for aesthetic zone 
restorations. And this is not only include the analysis of the oral 
part, it should analyse the smile considering the orodentofacial 
relationship as well.   With few but accurate photographs digital 
planning offers simple steps to evaluate and predict size, form 
and tooth position as well as gingival contour [4,5].

Several smile designing software programs are available, I used 
to design my patients’ smile digitally and always the results were 
satisfying for both me as a clinician and for my own patients. At 
the beginning, I used the digital smile design concept introduced 
by Dr. Coachman [6], and I got great results with it, however, 
currently, I am using another software which I really consider 
simpler, accurate and yet affordable, the digital smile system 
software introduced by Just-Digital company from Italy [7,8].

Generally, the steps you need to follow when deigning smile 
digitally:

1. Taking two photographic photos for both the smile-face 
frontal view and the retracted mouth showing the intraoral 
view, both photos should be captured at the same distance 
and at the same angle (Figure 1).

2. Calibrate the photos on the digital software with the actual 
measurement, either by using the calibrating goggles provided 
with some software programs like the DSS, or by considering 
the magnification factor between the actual measurement 
and the digital photos measurement (Figure 2).

Figure 1 The major needed photographs for digital smile designing.

Figure 2 The digital calibrating goggle provided with DSS software.
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3. Start evaluating the smile parameters [9], like:

a. The facial midline vs. the dental midline

b. The smile arch.

c. Upper lip curve, buccal corridor and upper incisors display.

d. The dental components considering the teeth height, form, 
width

e. The gingival components considering the gingival form, 
zenith, amount of its display.

4. Diagnosis of the orofacial discrepancies if any.

5. Rebuilding the smile digitally considering the previous 
findings, and following the well-established aesthetic 
guidelines like (Figure 3):

a. The width to height ratio for the centrals (75% to 85%).

b. The RED proportion which is proven to be more aesthetic 
than the golden proportion [10]. 

c. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 rule) also can be a good and simpler alternative 
to the RED proportion [11]. 

d. (42.2 rule) for aesthetic smile [11].

6. Communicating with the patient and the technician using the 
end-result.

Digital smile analysis software programs are practical tools with 
potential to enhance aesthetic diagnosis, simplify communication 
with the patient, dental technician, and with other clinicians. 
Therefore, decrease treatment time, increase clinical efficiency, 
increase patient acceptance and satisfaction and improve the 
predictability of treatment.
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Figure 3 Using digital smile system DSS to rebuild the patient smile into realistic aesthetic view.
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